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Abstrat

This paper studies the determinants of international students' mobility at the uni-

versity level, fousing spei�ally on the role of tuition fees. We derive a gravity model

from a Random Utility Maximization model of loation hoie for international stu-

dents in the presene of apaity onstraints of the hosting institutions. The last layer

of the model is estimated using new data on student migration �ows at the university

level for Italy. We ontrol for the potential endogeneity of tuition fees through a las-

sial IV approah based on the status of the university. We obtain evidene for a lear

and negative e�et of fees on international student mobility and on�rm the positive

impat of the quality of the eduation. The estimations also support the important role

of additional destination-spei� variables suh as host apaity, the expeted return of

eduation and the ost of living in the viinity of the university.

JEL Classi�ation: F22, H52, I23, O15.
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1 Introdution

Foreign higher eduation has beome an inreasingly important phenomenon these days.

The degree of mobility of prospetive students wishing to aquire their eduational skills

abroad has been onstantly on the rise for more than 50 years. Large numbers of foreign

students emigrating for the expliit purpose of ompleting their graduate and postgraduate

studies at renowned universities are today a usual situation in any ountry and ity of most

industrial ountries. While there were 0.6 million international students in 1975, this number

rose to 3.5 million in 2005. Despite the turmoil aused by the �nanial risis, the global

quest for talented workers has pushed these numbers up further, with a 50 per ent inrease

between 2005 and 2015 (OECD (2015)). Even though these global numbers obviously hide

some uneven developments, the number of students emigrating abroad to omplete their

eduation has inreased in all origin regions of the world. For more than 15 years, foreign

students have represented the fastest growing ategory of international migrants.

For destinations ountries, the in�ow of foreign students yields signi�ant bene�ts. At-

trating students from abroad and harging signi�ant tuition fees allow their universities

to limb up the eduational ladder and, in turn, to at as important researh institutions.

Furthermore, there is sare evidene of a rowding-out e�et of foreign students on domesti

ones (Mahin and Rihard (2017)). Many ities in the main destination ountries for foreign

students favor the development of their university, thus trying to bene�t from the various

spillovers that these institutions generate for the publi and private setor. For governments,

attrating foreign students is also an important objetive in the global rae for talented work-

ers and might be seen as a onealed phenomenon of the brain drain. Governments attrat

promising students and provide, through foreign eduation, the skills needed and valued

by their domesti labor market. By employing various shemes suh as speial transition

visas, governments of destination ountries allow those students to stay in the ountry and

integrate more easily into the national labor market. Understanding the determinants of

loation hoie for prospetive students is therefore of utmost importane when developing

appropriate poliies for attrating talented international students.

This paper ontributes to the literature on the identi�ation of fators in�uening stu-

dents' deision about where to study when they want to study abroad. In partiular, we

assess the importane of various determinants of foreign students, using data at the univer-

sity level for Italy for the aademi year 2011-2012. Unlike other ountries from Continental

Europe suh as Frane, Belgium or Germany, Italian universities (as UK Universities) show

signi�ant variation in the tuition fees aross institutions.

1

This in turn allows us to study

the role of fees for foreign students when hoosing one spei� loation. This is in addition to

other institutional harateristis suh as the quality of eduation, host apaity, expeted

1

The urrent version of this paper is the result of a split from a larger working-paper that onduted

suh an investigation for these two ountries, Italy and the UK (see Beine et al. (2016)) . The eonometri

approah used in the ompanion paper for the UK (see Beine et al. (2017)) is nevertheless di�erent. In

partiular, the way endogeneity is dealt with does not rely on an IV strategy but rather makes use of the

institutional aps on fees in plae in di�erent regions of the UK. The results are nevertheless qualitatively

similar.
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inome, the ost of living and the use of the English language in the teahing programs.

We ompile and use data on foreign student �ows between (almost) all ountries of the

world - the origin ountry - and eah Italian university under investigation - the destination

ountries. Our eonometri investigation, derived from a traditional Random Utility Model

(RUM), adapted to student migration, pays speial attention to the role of tuition fees. In

the eonometri investigation, we expliitly take into aount the endogenous nature of these

fees.

We �nd support for the role of the quality of the university, a result already found in

some previous work (Beine et al. (2014); Van Bouwel and Veugelers (2013)). We also �nd

that the host apaity of the university plus the expeted return on eduation in the ity

where the eduation is aquired are important, in line with the spirit of the migration model

of foreign eduation (Rosenzweig (2008)). Regarding the role of tuition fees, we �rst stress

the need to deal with the endogeneity of these fees by isolating their impat on the loation

hoie of foreign students. When dealing with this issue, we �nd that tuition fees have a

more negative e�et on the hoie of a spei� university. This result is de�nitely new to

the existing literature.

Our paper is related to the extensive literature on foreign eduation. At the theoretial

level, as reminded by Rosenzweig (2006, 2008), there are basially two omplementary ex-

planations for why students deide to go abroad to omplete their higher eduation. While

the eduation and migration models are about the deision to study abroad, muh of the

literature has been devoted to the loation hoie. Our paper belongs to this ategory. Most

of the literature makes use of ountry-level data and ombines a multi-origin approah.

2

Up

until now, this literature has foused on fators observed at the ountry level. One of main

value-added of the paper is that we ondut our analysis with universities as the destina-

tion. While a ross-ountry analysis is important to understand the reasons for the uneven

distribution of students aross destination ountries, information at the ountry level on-

eals signi�ant variation among universities of the same ountry. For instane, the average

2

Bessey (2012) fouses on foreign students in Germany, �nding that the stok and the �ow of students

of the same nationality are positively orrelated. Dreher and Poutvaara (2005) and Rosenzweig (2006)

look at the determinants of foreign eduation in the United States. The papers stress the importane of

networks (Dreher and Poutvaara (2005)) and skill premium(Rosenzweig (2006)). Other studies ombine

various origins and destinations, arrying out estimations with a gravity model. Perkins and Neumayer

(2014) onsider many origin (151) and destination ountries (105) over a ouple of years and evaluate the

role of geographi fators. Van Bouwel and Veugelers (2013) look at student migration among 18 European

ountries and assess the role of university quality, whih was evaluated through the number of institutions

appearing in the most widely known international university rankings. They show that quality matters but

tend to �nd a positive impat of tuition fees. Beine et al. (2014) derive a gravity spei�ation and fous on

the 13 main destinations for foreign eduation. They estimate the role of determinants suh as networks,

quality and fees in explaining the extent of the bilateral �ows of foreign students. Regarding fees, while they

fail to identify a negative impat of tuition fees, they do show that the positive impat of fees obtained in

"naive" regressions might be due to endogeneity. Other interesting papers of the literature using dyadi �ows

inlude Abbott and Silles (2015), Jena and Reilly (2013), González et al. (2011), Kahane and Králiková

(2011). Gravity models have also been used to explain student mobility between regions of the same ountry.

See for instane Agasisti and Dal Biano (2007) for Italy. Aleke and Mitze (2013) and Brukmeier et al.

(2013) exploited German data and give a speial attention to the role of tuition fees.
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national quality of universities might not aurately re�et the attrativeness of the ountry

as a provider of tertiary eduation. Foreign students might onentrate, for instane, on the

upper tier of universities in the ountry. The distribution of foreign student aross Italian

Universities on�rm that it is de�nitely the ase. Therefore, the fat that a ountry hosts

many universities of relatively modest quality might not be an important fator, at least for

explaining in�ows of foreign students to that ountry. This in turn stresses the need to use

information at the university level. The same applies to fees. The average level of fees might

not mean anything for students sine they might end up relatively good universities harg-

ing relatively higher fees. To overome this limitation, we study the role of these fators,

observed at the university level. While we do ignore the �rst step in the deision-making

proess (hoie of the destination ountry), we identify very preisely the various university-

spei� fators that lead students to hoose among Italian institutions. Suh an investigation

is unique in the literature in that respet.

The seond related ontribution is our fous on the role of tuition fees in the hoie of

loation by foreign students. The literature has failed to �nd a lear negative impat of fees

on the size of student in�ows. This ontrasts with the literature fousing on native students.

3

Of ourse, failure to �nd a negative impat does not mean that these results are spurious

per se. Indeed, fees inlude more than the pure ost omponent for prospetive students.

High fees obviously signal quality and the institution's ommitment to providing students

with all the neessary means to absorb the delivered learning. Fees, for instane, inrease the

aountability of eduation providers with respet to students. Another possible explanation

is that fees an be overed by grants. This is espeially true for foreign students who an

bene�t from grants from di�erent soures (government of the origin ountry, university of

destination, non-for pro�t organisation promoting bilateral ontats, et.). While this might

not be the situation for all students, the partial overage of fees by grants might explain the

insigni�ant impat of fees that is sometimes observed (see, for example, Beine et al. (2014)).

On the other hand, results showing positive or even zero impat of fees might be spurious

due to the high degree of endogeneity of fees. Fees are higher when universities sueed

in attrating many students, whih leads to reverse ausality issues. Fee levels might be

orrelated with fators suh as unobserved amenities in the destination ountries or with

unobserved institutional fators at the ountry level (regulation of subsidized institutions).

This alls for a ausal identi�ation aounting for the possible endogenous status of the

observed fees in the eonometri regression. We pay spei� attention to this issue, using a

lassial instrumental variable (IV) approah. We instrument the tuition fees by the status

of the university (private vs. publi). Private institutions tend to harge higher fees to over

spei� osts and to o�set the lower publi subsidies ompared with publi institutions.

Our exlusion restrition assumes that students have no partiular preferenes for private

vs. publi institutions beyond the osts and the quality of eduation (for whih we ontrol

in the regression) when hoosing a spei� university. We further show that the obtained

3

Aleke and Mitze (2013) study how an inrease in the level of tuition fees harged in Germany a�eted

the internal mobility of students. Brukmeier and Wigger (2015) address the same inrease, fousing on how

it relates to the time of graduation.
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negative impat of fees is robust to reasonable deviations from the strit exlusion restrition

by employing methods desribed in Conley et al. (2012).

To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the �rst one that pays partiular attention

to the e�et of fees. Spei�ally, we �nd evidene of a signi�ant and negative impat of

this variable on international students' mobility. We hek the robustness of our �ndings

by estimating several variants of our baseline spei�ation. For instane, we inlude in the

set of determinants a dummy variable that aptures the availability of English teahing

programs at the destination university. Our baseline result regarding the impat of tuition

fees gets additional on�rmation, namely, that the oe�ient is still negative and signi�ant

but larger in absolute value. Furthermore, we estimate a spei�ation loser to the estimation

of a multinomial logit model. The results obtained there are in line with the baseline ones.

Finally, we look arefully at the tehnial and eonometri details of the empirial inves-

tigation. First, we use a spei�ation derived from an original miro-founded model based

on the RUM approah with an expliit role for apaity onstraints. Using suh a framework

failitates the hoie of the spei�ation. While this has been advoated by many authors

in the general literature devoted to eonomi international migration (Beine et al. (2015,

2011); Grogger and Hanson (2011)), the use of a theoretially onsistent spei�ation in the

student literature has been very limited. Seond, given the high prevalene of zero bilateral

�ows in the data set, the use of Poisson ML estimators is muh favored (Silva and Tenreyro

(2006)) in order to provide unbiased estimates of the key variables. Furthermore, we ombine

Poisson estimations with the use of instrumental variable, attempting to aount for the two

main biases arising in the estimation of gravity models.

The paper is strutured as follows. Setion 2 presents a small theoretial model that is

useful for deriving the estimable gravity equations. Setion 3 is devoted to the exposition

and lari�ation of the data that we use in the eonometri estimations. Setion 4 presents

the estimable gravity equations and disusses the main eonometri issues, inluding the

treatment of the zeros for the dependent variable and the way we deal with endogeneity

issues. Setion 5 presents the results while Setion 6 onludes.

2 Theoretial Bakground

This setion desribes brie�y the model used to derive a tratable students' migration equi-

librium equation that is estimated using data from Italian universities. The theoretial model

is based both on the human apital literature and on the random utility maximization ap-

proah to migration. Here we provide the main equations re�eting the struture of the

model. The full model an be found in Beine et al. (2016).

Eduation is onsidered an investment in future earnings and employment (Beker (1964))

for rational students who seek to maximize their lifetime earnings. The quality of eduation

may a�et their expeted returns to eduation (Card and Krueger (1992)).

Following the Random Utility Model (RUM) approah (MFadden (1984)), the prospe-

tive student migrant ompares the present value of future earnings if he/she deides to study

in a university at home with the present value of future earnings if he/she studies at a uni-
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versity abroad. If the inrease in the present value of the future inome is greater than the

ost of migrating, plus other eduation osts, the student deides to move to the university

yielding the highest net present value. Nevertheless, this is onditional beause universities

have enrollment apaity onstraints. The equilibrium ondition giving the number of stu-

dents oming from a given ountry and studying in a given university is the result of the

self-seletion fators aptured by the traditional RUM model (students' hoie) and of the

out-seletion fators related to the apaity onstraints of eah university.

2.1 Students' Choie

The set of destination ountries is D = {d1, ..., dnd
} with nd the number of destination oun-

tries (j is the index for destination ountry) and the set of origin ountries is O = {o1, ..., ono
}

with no the number of origin ountries (o is the index for the origin ountry). Countries an

be inside both D and O. The set of universities in ountry d is Ud = {ud
1, u

d
2, ..., u

d
nd
u

}

with nd
u the total number of universities in ountry d (ud

is the index for university). The

set of students in eah ountry o who aspire to undertake studies in higher eduation is

So = {so1, s
o
2, ..., s

o
No

s
}, with No

s the total number of young people in ountry o who aspire to

study. The index for student is s.

Utility derived from studying in university ud
loated in ountry d of student s from oun-

try o, expressed as V Ss
o,d,ud, is separated into two parts. One part is deterministi and varies

by the origin and university destination pair, V So,d,ud. This deterministi and observable

omponent of utility is logarithmi. The other part is stohasti and aptures unobserved

omponents of the individual utility assoiated with eah university hoie (ǫs
o,d,ud).

V Ss
o,d,ud = V So,d,ud + ǫso,d,ud

= ln

(

(IWo,d,ud)β1A
γ1
d

δo,d,ud

)

+ ǫso,d,ud (1)

where IW s
d,ud is the disounted sum of the annual expeted labor inome of student s who

graduated from university ud
(depends on the value of average earnings in area ud

: wud).

The labor inome depends in turn on wud the value of average earnings in area ud
; Qud the

quality of eduation where the eduation has been attained; and Q̄d the average quality of

eduation in the ountry d. δo,d,ud(> 1) is an ieberg total ost fator. This ieberg ost

inludes a ountry-pair spei� ost CMo,d that depends on the dyadi distane, in the broad

sens, between the two ountries. It also depends on the ost of eduation in university ud

whih is given by the level of tuition fees (CSud). Finally, the ost also depends on the ost

of living in the ity where the university ud
is loated (CLud). Ad are some ountry-spei�

unpried amenities.
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Following the random utility approah to disrete hoie problems (MFadden (1984)),

the probability that student s from ountry o hooses university ud
in ountry d is given by:

Po,d,ud = Prob[V Ss
o,d,ud > V Ss

o,i,ui], ∀ui 6= ud
and∀i ∈ D

= Prob[V So,d,ud − V So,j,ui > ǫso,i,ui − ǫso,d,ud], ∀ui 6= ud
and ∀i ∈ D (2)

with ǫ being an independent and identially distributed (iid) extreme-value distributed ran-

dom term.

Following Train (2003), this probability an be deomposed into three logit probabilities:

Po,d,ud = Po,ud|d,hPo,d,|hPo,h (3)

The present paper fouses on the determinants of Po,ud|d,h, that is the probability of

hoosing university ud
onditional on studying abroad and having hosen ountry ud

. This

onditional probability takes a logit form:

Po,u|d,h =
exp(V Su(Xud))

exp Iu(d, h)

=
exp(β1ln (wud) + β2ln (Qud)− β3 ln(CSud)− β4 ln(CLud))

exp Iu(d, h)
(4)

where V Su(Xud) is the lower level utility whih depends on harateristis that vary aross

universities (Xu = {Qud , wud, CSud, CLud}) and Iu(d, h) is the inlusive value.
At the aggregate level, the total number of people from ountry o wishing to study at

university ud
loated in ountry d, is given by:

Mo,d,ud = Po,d,udNo
s = Po,ud|d,mPo,d,|mPo,mN

o
s (5)

whereNo
s is number of people in ountry o wishing to study. Likewise,Md,ud =

∑

o6=d Po,d,udNo
s

is the ex ante enrollment demand, that is the total number of foreign students wishing to

study at university ud
. Universities have enrollment poliies that an lead to the number

of foreign students enrolled being lower than Md,ud . To derive the atual number of foreign

students enrolled, we need to explain their enrollment behavior.

2.2 Universities' Behavior

We assume that all universities have the same enrollment behavior. In the short term,

the enrollment behavior of university ud
is determined by the apaity for foreign students'

enrollment EC
β5

ud , where β5 de�nes the share of total enrollment apaity ECud devoted to

foreign students. In the short run, university quality Qud and tuition fees CSud are �xed.

Consequently, the foreign student enrollment apaity an be onstrained for university ud
,

with the atual number of foreign students being M̃d,ud , whih implies:

M̃d,ud ≤ EC
β5

ud (6)
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We assume that at least one university is onstrained. For that university, some students

are fored to hange their �rst hoie and to enroll in another university. In that ase, the

total alloation is also onstrained and the hoies based only on preferenes di�er from the

observed (ex post) alloation. We de�ne how this ex post alloation an be done.

2.3 Equilibrium Alloation With Enrollment Capaity Constraints

The proess of alloation of ex ante demands to the ex post onstrained positions for foreign

students is based on the approah of De Palma et al. (2007). The existene of a feasible

alloation requires the total world enrollment apaity not to be binding. Any student who

wants to study abroad ould be enrolled in a university, but not neessarily in his or her

preferred university. The number of ex post students from o going to university ud
in ountry

d is given by

M̃o,d,ud = P̃o,d,udNo
s = P̃o,ud|d,mP̂o,d,|mP̂o,mN

o
s (7)

where P̃o,d,ud is the (ex post) probability that student s oming from ountry o is enrolled

in university ud
in ountry d4. As shown by De Palma et al. (2007), alloation is feasible,

assuming two alloation rules. One is the free alloation rule for unonstrained universities,

implying that a student preferring university ud
will be enrolled in that university. The

seond rule is the no priority rule for onstrained universities; this states that the student

with a stronger preferene for university ud
ompared with another student will have a

proportionally greater hane to be alloated ex post to the preferred university. With these

assumptions, the ex post alloation in an ex ante non-onstrained university in ountry d

an be modi�ed by the realloation implied by the onstraints on the university in ountry

d or other ountries. In this ase, we should estimate, using an iterative algorithm, all the

probabilities for eah university in eah ountry. However, this goal is unrealisti beause it

implies that data for all universities in the world are available. Nevertheless, this limitation

an be overome if we assume that eah university in one ountry faes a binding enrollment

apaity onstraint. With suh assumption, it beomes possible to estimate the alloation

in this ountry, independently of that for all the other ountries. (See Beine et al. (2016) for

an exposition of full model.)

2.4 Estimable Equilibrium Equation

The assumption that all universities in a given ountry are onstrained by their enrollment

apaity - that is, they fae a demand higher than their apaity - is not an unreasonable

hypothesis for Italy. This leads to the equilibrium number of ex post students migrating

4

The formulas of Po,d,|m and Po,m are not modi�ed by onstraints at the university level. However, the

alulus of the inlusive value Iud,h is modi�ed with onstraints at the university level, and, therefore the

values of Po,d,|m and Po,m. These new values are represented by P̂o,d,|m and P̂o,m.
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from o to d and studying in university ud
:

M̃o,d,ud =
EC

β5

ud

Md,ud

exp(V Su(Xud))
∑nd

u

u=1 exp(V Su(Xu))
M̂o

d (8)

with M̂o
d = P̂o,d,|mP̂o,mN

o
s .

Taking logs and substituting the omponents of the utility funtion V Su(Xud), we ob-

tained the following estimable equilibrium equation:

ln(M̃o,d,ud) = β1ln (wud) + β2ln (Qud)− β3 ln(CSud)− β4 ln(CLud) +

β5 ln(ECud)− ln(Md,ud)− ln(

nd
u
∑

u=1

exp(V Su(Xu))) + ln(M̂o
d ) (9)

Before proeeding to the eonometri spei�ation orresponding to equation (9), some

omments are in order. First, β5 is the average propensity of all universities to apply the

apaity onstraint to foreign students. Theoretially, this average propensity should be

between 0 and 1. Seond, the term ln(
∑nd

u

u=1 exp(V Su(Xu))) does not vary aross universities

and will be aptured by the onstant. Third, M̂o
d is spei� to the origin ountry and ould be

inluded in a �xed e�et ontrolling for all fators that are spei� to the foreign student's

ountry of origin. Finally, ln(Md,ud), the ex ante demand from foreign students to eah

university of ountry d is not observed by the eonometriian. We will therefore disuss its

omission in the ontext of instrumental variable estimation.

3 Data and Desriptive Statistis

This setion presents the data used to estimate equation (9). It details the soures and the

development of some indiators suh as the one apturing university quality, and provides

desriptive statistis for eah of them. Table 14 in the Appendix provides a summary of the

data used in the eonometri analysis.

3.1 International Students �ows

To measure M̃o,d,ud in equation (9), we take advantage of the data on bilateral �ows of

international students from all ountries of the world to Italy for the aademi year 2011-

2012. Following Beine et al. (2014), the international students we onsider are the ones

who migrated exlusively for the sake of eduation. Those who spent either one or more

semesters abroad in institutional programs, suh as the ERASMUS students, do not omply

with our de�nition of international students and are therefore exluded from the data. We

omit these students from the analysis for two reasons. First, bilateral agreements onstrain

9



the student's hoie in terms of loation. Seond, in some urriula, attending a period of

study abroad an be ompulsory.

The statistial o�e of the Italian Ministry of Eduation (MIUR) provides data on foreign

students for 79 universities in Italy.

Table 1 reports some desriptive statistis on the number of foreign students. Italy is not

a major destination for international students who represent on average 3.65 per ent of the

total student population. These students originate from 168 di�erent ountries.

5

Table 1: Desriptive Statistis of Foreign Student Flows (2011)

Number of universities (a) 79

Origin ountries (b) 168

Number of observations (axb) 13272

% of zeros

∗∗
68.64%

Total number of students (host apaity)

∗
() 1710701

Number of foreign students

∗
(d) 62512

Foreign student as share of total students

∗
(d/) 3.65%

∗
Numbers are omputed aggregating all origin ountries.

∗∗
The �ow of students oming from ountry i and studying

in university u is nil.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the share of foreign students aross universities. Most

Italian universities' share of foreign students is below the 10 per ent level with respet to

their total student population. Table 2 on�rms this fat, with an average share relatively

low, 3.9%, and a median around 2.7%. There are still a signi�ant number of universities

for whih the share is above 5 per ent.

5

In the empirial part, we pay attention to not loosing the information relative to the empty orridors,

i.e. origin-destination pairs with zero migration �ow. The total number of observations is then equal to the

number of universities multiplied by the number of origin ountries.

10
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Figure 1: Share of Foreign Students

Mean 3.88%

Median 2.73%

Standard deviation 4,87%

Min 0.00%

1st Quintile 0.62%

2nd Quintile 1.72%

3rd Quintile 4.00%

4th Quintile 5.64%

Max 35.19%

Perentage of total students

Table 2: Share of foreign students

To gauge the diversity of the foreign student population, we refer to four multi-group

segregation measures. Sine we are more interested in the loation hoie of students than

the universities' reruitment poliies, we fous on diversity aross institutions for eah origin

ountry, rather than diversity aross origins for eah institution.

The four multi-group segregation measures of Table 3 are presented and evaluated in

Reardon and Firebaugh (2002). The �rst two measures, dissimilarity index

6

and gini index,

view segregation as a disproportion in the proportions of eah origin aross universities.

This also refers to the measurement of inequality. The higher the index, the greater the

segregation. Both indiate that Italy displays a signi�ant variation in foreign students by

origin aross institutions. Figure 2 provides the distribution of the dissimilarity index for

eah origin-ountry birthplae of international students. This evenness index varies between

0 (similar distribution of eah origin ountry and the total student population distribution)

and 1 (maximum segregation). It ould be interpreted as the share of the students from eah

origin ountry that would have to move (to another university) to math the dispersion of

the total student population. The large share of origin groups with a high dissimilarity index

(between 0.9 and 1) is due to the large number of origin ountries with very few individuals.

Entropy is another way to measure segregation. It is given by the last two indies in

Table 3, that is, the information theory riterion and the relative diversity. In ontrast to

the previous indiators, segregation is dereasing with the index value. Again, these two

other indies suggest that there is a signi�ant degree of segregation in Italy.

6

The multigroup dissimiliraty index is a weighted average of origin indies.

11
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Figure 2: Dissimilarity Indies

Dissimilarity 0.383

(Sakoda (1981))

Gini 0.511

(Reardon (1998))

Information theory 0.289

(Theil (1972))

Relative diversity 2.284

(Carlson (1992))

The referene is the original

itation for multi-group form

Table 3: Four Multigroup Segregation Mea-

sures

3.2 Covariates

3.2.1 Cost of Living

Data on ost of living (in equation (CLud9)) ome from the Numbeo website. This website

provides various indexes of the ost of living for eah ity. We use the "Consumer Prie plus

Rent index" for the year 2011.

7

Numbeo omputes the index, relying either on user input data

or on data olleted manually from authoritative soures suh as websites of supermarkets,

governmental institutions or other surveys. Numbeo applies di�erent tehniques to �lter out

noisy data.

Numbeo doesn't provide information for eah ities where are loated the universities.

For the missing loations, we ompute the losest ity in terms of geodesi distane to the

ones for whih the data are available and we take the respetive ost of living index of that

ity. Figure 3 provides the distribution of the indiator. Table 4 provide the moments and

the quantiles of the distribution. Both suggest that the ost of living onsiderably varies

aross ities.

7

The indexes are relative to New York ity index that is normalized to 100.
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Figure 3: Cost of Living

Mean 64.09

Median 62.06

Standard deviation 9.13

Min 36.17

1st Quintile 57.21

2nd Quintile 59.99

3rd Quintile 64.12

4th Quintile 73.37

Max 88.20

Index, base 100 for New-York ity

Table 4: Cost of Living

3.2.2 Expeted Inome

We proxy expeted inome (wud in equation (9)) at destination either by using the GDP

per apita of the ity of destination or, when the data are not available, the one relative

to the distrit in whih the ity is loated. We ompute this measure using both GDP and

population data provided by EUROSTAT.

8

Figure 4 and Table 5 suggest that the inome

distribution aross loations is quite heterogeneous aross ities.

8

We exploit the data provided at the Nuts 3 level of the REGIO dataset.
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Figure 4: Expeted returns of eduation at

destination

Mean 25.54

Median 24.55

Standard deviation 7.85

Min 14.61

1st Quintile 17.56

2nd Quintile 23.41

3rd Quintile 28.49

4th Quintile 31.36

Max 51.51

GDP per apita, euro OOOs

Table 5: Expeted returns of eduation at des-

tination

3.2.3 Tuitions Fees

The ost of eduation CSud in equation (9) is aptured by the level of tuition fees. Italy is one

of the few European ountries in whih tuition fees vary aross institutions. The European

Commission (European Commission (2012)) reports key information on tuition fees harged

by European universities during the aademi year 2011-2012.

Italian universities are lassi�ed either as private or publi institutions. In ontrast to

most ontinental European ountries, tuition fees harged by Italian publi universities are

not uniformly determined by the entral government. Aording to the Italian law (Deree

of the President of the Republi of 25.07.1997, �306), the total amount of fees olleted

by a publi university annot exeed 20 per ent of the funding reeived by this university

from the Italian Ministry of Eduation. Conversely, for Italian private institutions, this 20

per ent limit does not apply, and they do harge higher fees. Tuition fees in Italian publi

universities depend on many determinants, in partiular, on the student's family inome and

on the year of enrollment. Furthermore, Italian institutions do not harge higher tuition fees

for non-European students.

9

9

Only other �ve European ountries treat equally non-European students: the Czeh Republi, Hungary,

Ieland, Liehtenstein and Norway (European Commission (2012)).
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Figure 5: Tuition fees

Mean 1.41

Median 0.94

Standard deviation 1.57

Min 0.05

1st Quintile 0.63

2nd Quintile 0.84

3rd Quintile 1.00

4th Quintile 1.16

Max 8.26

* for non-EU students

Table 6: Tuition Fees (euros, 000s)

Our primary soure of data on (average) tuition fees is based on a survey onduted

by the eonomi newspaper "Il Sole 24 Ore".

10

Data were missing for a few publi Italian

universities. In that ase, we used an average omputed at the regional level by an Italian

onsumer assoiation (FederConsumatori). Data relative to private institutions are avail-

able for 9 of the 17 institutions that make up the baseline data set. Figure 5 reports the

distribution of tuition fees for Italian universities. Only private institutions harged average

fees above the level of e 2,000.

3.2.4 University Quality

Equation (9) involves the quality of university (Qud) as a determinant of expeted inome

generated by eduation and hene of in�ows of foreign students. In line with Beine et al.

(2014) and Perkins and Neumayer (2014), we proxy university quality by exploiting the

Top-500 Shanghai ranking for the year 2011 (ARWU). This ranking determines the 500 best

universities in the world.

11

Although the index is widely known among international students

and �rms, its use is subjet to disussion. The index should basially be interpreted as a

measure of how international students pereived quality of eduation.

For any university appearing in the ranking, we know both its position in the ranking and

the relative sore that is obtained. By exploiting this information, we ompute two quality

indexes. The �rst one is obtained by a simple resaling of the ARWU ranking. Spei�ally,

10

We inlude �rst-degree and master-degree students.

11

The ARWU onsiders every university that has any Nobel Laureates, Fields Medalists, highly

ited publiations or papers published in Nature or Siene. 1000 universities are onsidered and the

best 500 are inluded in the ranking. For a full explanation on the index development, please see

http://www.shanghairanking.om/ARWU-Methodology-2011.html.
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if the university does not appear in the ARWU list, our index takes a value equal to 1; if
the university is inluded, the index takes its position into aount and is given a value of

(500 + 2)− ranking. The impliit assumption is that the index inreases in a linear fashion

along with the ranking.

The ranking indiator, nevertheless, has some limitations. It assumes that quality is

re�eted in a linear way by the position of the university in the ranking. In other terms, it

disregards the fat that the sore on whih the ranking is based might be quite similar in

a set of universities.

12

So, to aount for the spei� empirial distribution of the sore, we

also use the sore of the Shanghai ranking of the position. Our quality measure takes a value

equal to the score if the university appears in the top-500 ranking. Otherwise, the index is

simply equal to 0. Twenty Italian higher eduation institutions were inluded in the top-500

ARWU ranking for the year 2011.

0 100 200 300 400 500

Italy

Ranking

(a) Ranking

20 40 60 80

Italy

Sore

(b) Sore

Figure 6: Indiators of University Quality

Figure 6 plots the two indiators of quality. Panel (a) provides the ranking indiator.

Panel (b) does the same for the sore indiator. The �gures suggest that, at least from an

empirial point of view, it is important to use both indiators to aount for the potential

di�erene in the way they re�et quality.

3.2.5 Host Capaity

The spei�ity of our RUM model takes into aount the apaity onstraints of the univer-

sities. The onstraints in terms of host apaity (ECud in equation (9)) is aptured by the

total number of students enrolled at the university of destination during the aademi year

onsidered. The distributions (see Figure 7) looks more like an U shape. The number of

universities over 40,000 students is high and lose to the number of universities with fewer

than 5,000 students. Figure 7 and Table tab:hostapaity show a onsiderable heterogeneity

in the host apaities of Italian universities.

12

For instane, while the �rst university (Harvard) has a global sore of 100, universities ranked between

position 2 and 5 have sores between 72.6 and 70.0. Universities ranked in positions 51 to 100 have sores

between 31.7 and 24.2, suggesting that the distribution is signi�antly skewed to the right.
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Figure 7: Host Capaity

Mean 21932

Median 14807

Standard deviation 21721

Min 405

1st Quintile 5789

2nd Quintile 10735

3rd Quintile 17672

4th Quintile 33961

Max 11304

Total number of students

Table 7: Host Capaity

4 Eonometri Spei�ation

4.1 From Theory to Eonometri Spei�ation

Our eonometri spei�ation is based on equation (9) that provides the determinants of

hoosing a spei� university, onditionally upon studying abroad in a spei� destination

ountry (i.e. Italy). The benhmark estimated equation takes the following form:

ln(M̃o,d,ud) = α + αd + β1ln (expreturnud) + β2ln (qualityud) + β3 ln(feesud) +

β4 ln(livingcostud) + β5 ln(hostcapacityud) + ǫd,ud (10)

.

where M̃o,d,ud denotes the observed number of students oming from ountry o and studying

in university ud
in ountry d. As noted above, this is applied to one spei� aademi year,

2011-2012. The data are therefore dyadi and time-invariant in nature.

feesud , livingcostud, qualityud, hostcapacityud, and expreturnud stand respetively for

CSud, CSud, Qud , ECud and wud in equation (9). αd is a set of �xed e�ets ontrolling

for all fators spei� to the ountry of origin of the foreign students. It inludes ln(M̂o
d )

in equation (9). Given that we fous on a spei� ountry, i.e. Italy, αd also ontrols for

bilateral fators between the origin ountry and the university. α is a onstant term that

inludes the theoretial term ln(
∑nd

u

u=1 exp(V Su(Xu))) from equation (9) that does not vary

aross institutions. ǫd,ud is an error term that is assumed to be independently and identially

distributed.

17



Before we proeed to the estimation, a ouple of omments are in order. First, we make

lear that equation (10) orresponds to the last stage of the migration proess of foreign

students. Previous stages onern (i) the deision to study abroad or domestially, and (ii)

the hoie of the ountry of destination. This paper fouses only on the last stage. Another

possibility would have been to integrate several destination ountries in the same analysis,

that is, to pool universities of di�erent ountries. Beyond the limitations in data availability,

this is not desirable for several reasons. The main objetion is that pooling universities

of di�erent ountries would lead to a lear rejetion of the IIA hypothesis impliit in the

estimation of (10). The rejetion of the IIA hypothesis would our beause the hoie

struture involves two ountries that might be onsidered as nests in the deision proess.

Given that it is very likely that the degree of substitution between two universities varies with

respet to the ountry of destination, we prefer in the end to estimate the model separately

for eah ountry of destination. This issue is also related to the well-known problem of

multilateral resistane of migration (Bertoli and Fernández-Huertas Moraga (2013); Beine

et al. (2015)). In other words, pooling several ountries and integrating the hoie of the

destination ountry would entail the estimation of a nested logit model with two potential

nests. This is obviously beyond the sope of this paper and is left for future investigation.

Seond, equation (10) omits the term ln(Md,ud) in equation (9) whih is unobservable.

This term indeed aptures the total demand to university ud
oming from all origin ountries

before the impat of the onstraints assoiated with the eduational apaities. While in

theory this is observable for eah university, it is not available to the eonometriian and

will be inluded in the error term. This in turn might lead to estimation biases that we will

disuss in the identi�ation strategy, espeially in the IV proedure. (See setion 4.3.)

4.2 Eonometri Method

Another issue is the prevalene of a high perentage of zero values for the bilateral migration

�ows. In our sample, for the year 2011 under investigation, we have 68.9 per ent zero values

for the bilateral �ow of foreign students to Italy. The presene of a high proportion of zero

values is well-known to generate biases in the key estimates using traditional panel �xed-

e�et estimates (Silva and Tenreyro (2006). The use of log
(

1 + M̃o,d,ud

)

as the dependent

(so-alled saled OLS) allows us to solve the seletion problem due to the drop of the zero

observations. Nevertheless, the saled OLS estimation tehnique would give inonsistent

estimates in the presene of heteroskedastiity. Silva and Tenreyro (2006) show that Poisson

regressions are robust to di�erent patterns of heteroskedastiity. We follow this route in the

subsequent estimation and use the Poisson estimates as the benhmark. However, our tables

will report the saled OLS estimates of equation (10) for robustness heks.

4.3 Dealing With Endogeneity Conerns

In the model of Setion 2, tuition fees are exogenous and deided by university authorities

independent of numbers of students or other harateristis. In reality, the exogenous nature

18



of fees in spei�ation (10) is questionable on several grounds. First, fees might depend

on the attrativeness of the university: suessful universities attrating a large number of

(foreign) students an easily raise the tuition fees ompared with other universities. This

leads to a reverse ausality issue between student �ows and fees. While the bilateral nature

of Niju mitigates this aspet, it is important to deal with the potential endogeneity of fees.

13

On top of that, fees might be orrelated with some unobserved harateristis of the uni-

versity suh as the quality of amenities on ampus or in the hosting ity. Another possibility

is that universities set quotas for foreign students that are unknown to the eonometriian.

This an in turn lead to a quantity-prie trade-o� and indue a positive orrelation between

fees and quotas. The soure endogeneity of tuition fees also alls for a spei� treatment.

We deal with the endogeneity of fees by using a traditional IV approah. Basially,

we use the publi vs. private status of the university as an instrument of tuition fees,

following a similar solution adopted in Beine et al. (2014) at the ountry level. In partiular,

we reate and use a dummy variable that aptures the status (private vs. publi) of the

university. The underlying assumption is that private universities have a higher ontrol

over tuition fees. They tend to inrease fees not only beause of the osts but also beause

they reeive fewer subsidies. Furthermore, they are not onstrained by the regulation in

terms of the ap that applies to publi universities. We should expet a positive orrelation

between the private status and the level of tuition fees. In terms of exlusion restrition,

the underlying assumption is that foreign students should not have partiular preferenes

for private or publi universities on top of the quality of eduation, host apaity, ost of

living and inome at the destination area. This seems to be a reasonable assumption and is

on�rmed by examples of many suessful publi universities in the U.S. suh as Berkeley or

Mihigan State university.

14

5 Results

We �rst present the benhmark results. We then onsider two robustness heks. We �rst

ondut a new eonometri proedure that aount for possible deviations from the exat

validity of the exlusion restrition in the IV estimation employing the methods of Conley

et al. (2012). After this, in Setion 5.2.2 we extend the baseline spei�ation, inluding a

variable that aptures the existene of English teahing programs. Setion 5.2.3 ontains an

additional robustness analysis.

13

Another way of looking at this endogeneity problem is ontained in equation (9). In fat, the fee level

(CSud) in eah university is likely to be positively orrelated with the ex-ante total foreign demand Md,ud ,

whih is omitted from equation (10).

14

In a robustness hek, we look at the impat of reasonable deviations from the exlusion restrition on

the estimation of the e�et of the fee. See Table 10 below.
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5.1 Benhmark Regressions

The inlusion of origin-ountry �xed e�ets allows us to ontrol for the role of the usual

push fators (for instane, GDP at origin) as well as the in�uene of bilateral determinants

(olonial links, proximity, languages). The estimates reported in Table 8 are in line with a

traditional view of the role of fees and of quality.

Table 8: Benhmark Estimates of Determinants

Variables Saled OLS Poisson Saled OLS Poisson

Fees -0.082

∗∗∗
-0.174

∗∗
-0.085

∗∗∗
-0.167

∗∗

(0.01) (0.06) (0,01) (0.06)

Cost of living 0.046 -0.625 -0.011 -0.741

(0.06) (0.41) (0,06) (0.41)

Quality (ranking) 0.080

∗∗∗
0.143

∗∗∗
- -

(0.01) (0.02)

Quality (sore) - - 0.114

∗∗∗
0.234

∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.04)

Host apaity 0.156

∗∗∗
0.552

∗∗∗
0.162

∗∗∗
0.560

∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.06) (0.01) (0.06)

Inome 0.625

∗∗∗
1.585

∗∗∗
0.656

∗∗∗
1.612

∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.16) (0.03) (0.16)

Origin FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

R2
0.569 - 0.568 -

Pseudo R2
- 0.743 - 0.744

Nber Obs 11928 11928 11928 11928

∗ p < 0.05 , ∗∗ p < 0.01 , ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

In partiular, both types of estimation tehniques deliver a negative and signi�ant role

for fees in the hoie of a university, in line with the view that fees are part of the ost

funtion of foreign eduation. Estimates vary little with respet to the two quality indexes.

Nevertheless, a ouple of omments are in order. First, while fees appear to have a negative

role, failure to aount for their possible endogeneity leads us to take these results with

aution. Seond, while the benhmark results suggest signi�ant and intuitive roles for fees,

the quality of the university, host apaity and the expeted inome in the area, we fail to

�nd any evidene of a role for the ost of living. Sine all estimates are potentially biased

by the presene of endogenous fees, it is also important to hek whether this result survives

after an expliit treatment of endogeneity through IV estimates. These are reported in Table

9.

The estimates of Table 9 provide interesting insights. First, the use of instrumental vari-

able estimation leads to a signi�ant orretion in the estimate of the in�uene of tuition

fees. Endogeneity of fees might be due either to reverse ausality (that is, attrative uni-

versities are more likely to harge higher fees) or to some positive orrelation of fees with
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unobserved fators of attrativeness (for example, universities with better amenities tend to

harge higher fees). In both ases, this results in a positive orrelation between fees and the

error term of model (10), resulting in an upward biased estimate of the impat of tuition

fees. A omparison of tables 8 and 9 shows that the use of instrumentation orrets the bias

in the expeted diretion, with a more negative impat of fees on the university hoie. This

holds for both estimation tehniques.

Table 9: Instrumental Variable Estimates of Determinants

Variables Saled IV Poisson IV Saled IV Poisson IV

Fees -0.246

∗∗∗
-0.580

∗∗∗
-0.248

∗∗∗
-0.543

∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.12) (0.02) (0.12)

Cost of living -0.132

∗
-1.419

∗∗
-0.191

∗∗
-1.410

∗∗

(0.06) (0.47) (0.06) (0.45)

Quality=ranking 0.081

∗∗∗
0.153

∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.02) - -

Quality=sore - - 0.119

∗∗∗
0.250

∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.06)

Host apaity 0.128

∗∗∗
0.483

∗∗∗
0.133

∗∗∗
0.501

∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.06) (0.01) (0.06)

Inome 0.878

∗∗∗
2.211

∗∗∗
0.908

∗∗∗
2.166

∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.25) (0.04) (0.24)

Origin FE yes yes yes yes

R2
0.562 - 0.560 -

F �rst stage 5014.4 - 5057.6 -

Nber Obs 11928 11928 11928 11928

∗ p < 0.05 , ∗∗ p < 0.01 , ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Instrument: dummy variable indiating private institution.

Seond, the IV results lead to a signi�ant hange in all the estimates of the determinants

of the hoie of university exept for quality. Correting the impat of fees ould suggest

that the non-IV Poisson estimate tends to overestimate the true impat or, in other words,

underestimate the impat in absolute terms. Suh a bias is onsistent with, for instane,

a positive orrelation between fees and unobserved amenities. It is also onsistent with

a phenomenon of reverse ausality (attrative universities are more expensive). The IV

estimates of (10) support the role of all possible determinants of the model, suggesting that

the hoie of a partiular university results from a omplex assessment of bene�ts and osts as

outlined in the theoretial RUM framework of Setion 2. Interestingly, the estimates suggest

that foreign students expliitly take into aount the ost of the living and the expeted

inome for the ity of destination. The estimated elastiity suggests that a 10 per ent

inrease in the tuition fee tends to derease the average bilateral �ow to that university by

about 5.5 per ent.
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5.2 Robustness heks

5.2.1 Deviations From the Exlusion Restrition

The exlusion restrition of our instrumental variable might be subjet to disussion. While

we ontrol for a set of determinants suh as host apaity and quality, it ould be that some

foreign students take into aount the status of the university when hoosing a loation.

For instane, it ould be that foreign students believe that private universities are better

organized and provide better servies for students in terms of advie, personal tutoring and

other aids. It ould also be that students believe private universities are more aountable

to students for the quality of teahing. The greater attrativeness of private institutions

seems to be the prevailing dominant view. Nevertheless, this view is not the only one. For

instane, it might be expeted that there is a higher reognition of degrees onferred by

publi universities, suggesting that the private status of some institutions might deter more

than attrat some students. In that ase, there might be a positive or negative orrelation of

our status variable and the error term of equation (10), invalidating the exlusion restrition

of the IV proedure.

To ope with suh a onern, we ondut a new eonometri proedure introdued by

Conley et al. (2012) that aounts for possible deviations from the exlusion restrition. The

idea is to onsider the parameter apturing that restrition (the oe�ient of the instrumen-

tal variable in the strutural equation) as a random parameter drawn for a given distribution.

The proedure allows for possible means di�erent from zero, that is, for asymmetri devia-

tions from the exlusion restritions. (See Conley et al. (2012) for details.)

15

We onsider two

alternative proedures. The �rst one, named "union of on�dene interval" (UCI), provides

an alternative IV estimation assuming only a support for the exlusion parameter. The other

one, alled "loal to Zero estimation", assumes a normal distribution with a given mean and

standard deviation. Table (10) reports the results of the UCI proedure.

16

Table 10 fouses on the estimation of the elastiity of foreign students to tuition fees for

di�erent values in the range of possible values taken by the key parameters apturing the

deviation from the exlusion restrition.

17

The higher the range of admissible values, the less

preise the estimated oe�ient. Symmetri ranges around zero orrespond to an agnosti

view of the possible deviation of the exlusion restrition of the status of the university as

an instrument. A range of positive (negative) values orresponds to the view that foreign

students value private Italian universities more (less).

Results of Table 10 suggest that the negative and signi�ant elastiity of tuition fees

in the traditional IV estimation is robust to deviations from the exlusion restrition. The

signi�ane level drops below the 5 per ent level only for values of the parameter over

15

Note that this proedure is partiularly appealing in our ontext sine it applies to situations in whih

the instrument is strong.

16

The results of the Loal to Zero estimation yields similar onlusions and an be obtained upon request.

17

The other estimates of equation (10) are not reported here due to spae restritions but are available

upon requests. In general, they are una�eted by the alternative proedure ompared with the benhmark

estimations.
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Table 10: Estimated Impat of Tuition Fees With Plausibly Endogenous Instrument.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

min deviation max deviation estimate std. deviation t-ratio

Symmetri intervals

−0.1 0.1 -0.248

∗∗∗
0.057 -4.36

−0.2 0.2 -0.248

∗∗∗
0.096 -2.59

−0.3 0.3 -0.248

∗
0.134 -1.85

Asymmetri intervals

−0.3 0 -0.134

∗
0.076 -1.77

−0.2 0 -0.172

∗∗∗
0.057 -3.03

0 0.2 -0.324

∗∗∗
0.057 -5.67

0 0.3 -0.362

∗∗∗
0.076 -4.73

Estimated equation: equation (10). Instrument: status (private/publi) of university.

Estimation method: union of on�dene intervals (Conley et al. (2012)).

Columns (1) and (2) provide the minimum and maximum values of the parameter

apturing the deviation from the exlusion restrition.

Column (3) provides the mean estimate of the fee elastiity.

Column (4) provides the standard deviation of the estimate.

0.3 in absolute terms. This means that, even if the private status of the university deters

or attrats (on average) less than 0.3 per ent of foreign students oming from eah origin

ountry, our IV estimates support a negative e�et of tuition fees. Above that value, our

estimates beome less signi�ant, albeit still negative at a 10 per ent signi�ane level. The

bottom panel of Table 10 also reports results obtained with asymmetri intervals of values

of the deviation parameter. By restriting the range of possible deviations, the estimation of

the e�et beomes slightly more preise. Also, aounting for asymmetry allows us to issue

a di�erent point estimate of the impat of tuition fees. The results support the negative

impat of tuition fees. Interestingly, our estimations show that if foreign students are more

attrated by private Italian universities (whih seems the prevailing view), the impat of

tuition fees beomes even more negative.

5.2.2 Aounting for English-Teahing Programs

One onern related to the previous spei�ation is that it neglets the existene of teahing

programs provided in English at the destination university. Given the importane of En-

glish as an international language, the existene of suh programs an be a determinant for

foreign students in their loation and enrollment hoie.

18

Furthermore, it is possible that

universities with English teahing programs an display harateristis di�erent from other

universities, prompting some orrelation with other ovariates suh as the quality or the fees.

18

Interestingly, Kahane and Králiková (2011) �nd that the availability of English teahing programs ats

as a pull fator.
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If it is the ase, the previous estimates might be biased.

19

To address suh a onern, we extend spei�ation (10) by inluding in the set of o-

variates a dummy variable apturing the availability of English teahing programs at the

university level. This dummy variable, labeled EngDummy, takes a value equal to 1 if the

university u provided at least one bahelor or masters program in English for the aademi

year 2011-2012 and 0 otherwise.20 Aording to this data soure, 39 Italian universities were

providing at least one program taught in English during the aademi year 2011-2012.

Table 11 reports the results obtained using saled OLS and Poisson. Table 12 reports

the same results with IV estimation, instrumenting the tuition fees as before.

Table 11: Aounting for the Availability of English Teahing Programs

Variables Saled OLS Poisson Saled OLS Poisson

Fees -0.085

∗∗∗
-0.200

∗∗
-0.089

∗∗∗
-0.201

∗∗

(0.01) (0.06) (0.01) (0.06)

Cost of living 0.014 -0.743 -0.011 -0.865

∗

(0.06) (0.42) (0.06) (0.41)

Quality (ranking) 0.079

∗∗∗
0.126

∗∗∗
- -

(0.01) (0.02) - -

Quality (sore) - - 0.114

∗∗∗
0.225

∗∗∗

- - (0.01) (0.04)

Host apaity 0.148

∗∗∗
0.527

∗∗∗
0.152

∗∗∗
0.513

∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.06) (0.01) (0.06)

Inome 0.622

∗∗∗
1.583

∗∗∗
0.652

∗∗∗
1.603

∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.16) (0.03) (0.16)

EngDummy 0.049

∗∗∗
0.345

∗∗∗
0.057

∗∗∗
0.382

∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.09) (0.01) (0.09)

Origin FE yes yes yes yes

R2
0.570 - 0.568 -

Pseudo R2
- 0.746 - 0.747

Nber Obs 11928 11928 11928 11928

∗ p < 0.05 , ∗∗ p < 0.01 , ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Several omments are in order after omparing the results of tables 11 and 12 with those

of the benhmark regressions (tables 8 and 9). First, the new results turn out to be slightly

di�erent, without hanging any main onlusion regarding the impat of the fees and the

other determinants. In this respet, the results are unhanged. Seond, the availability of

English teahing programs ats as a pull fator for foreign students in Italy. Third, the

inlusion of this variable orrets the estimates in the expeted diretion. In partiular,

19

Note that, if the orrelation between availability of English teahing ourses is positively orrelated with

either eduation quality or tuition fees, this would lead to upward biased oe�ients.

20

The information is retrieved from the website of the Conferene of Italian University Retors (Fondazione

Crui). See https://www.rui.it/images/doumenti/2012/ourses_english.pdf.
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the oe�ient of fees and quality tend to derease in all regressions, suggesting that the

existene of English teahing programs is positively orrelated with the quality and tuition

fees prevailing in the university. Nevertheless, the orretion remains somewhat modest,

whih suggests that the bias (if any) from omitting this variable is rather small.

Table 12: IV Estimates Aounting for the Availability of English Teahing Programs

Variables Saled IV Poisson IV Saled IV Poisson IV

Fees -0.261

∗∗∗
-0.666

∗∗∗
-0.263

∗∗∗
-0.626

∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.12) (0.02) (0.12)

Cost of living -0.188

∗
* -1.806

∗∗∗
-0.252

∗∗∗
-1.756

∗∗∗

(0.06) (0.52) (0.06) (0.49)

Quality=ranking 0.080

∗∗∗
0.137

∗∗∗
- -

(0.01) (0.02) - -

Quality=sore - - 0.118

∗∗∗
0.242

∗∗∗

- - (0.01) (0.04)

Host apaity 0.114

∗∗∗
0.446

∗∗∗
0.117

∗∗∗
0.437

∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.06) (0.01) (0.06)

Inome 0.888

∗∗∗
2.365

∗∗∗
0.916

∗∗∗
2.282

∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.28) (0.04) (0.27)

EngDummy 0.072

∗∗∗
0.364

∗∗∗
0.080

∗∗∗
0.412

∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.09) (0.01) (0.09)

Origin FE yes yes yes yes

R2
0.561 - 0.560 -

F �rst stage 5537 5560 - -

Robust Sore 145 146.3 - -

Robust Regression 148 149.6 - -

Nber Obs 11928 11928 11928 11928

∗ p < 0.05 ,

∗∗ p < 0.01 , ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Instrument: dummy variable indiating private vs. publi institution.

5.2.3 Saled Regressions

Another onern related to model (10) is that the model does not perfetly math the idea

of the multinomial logit de�ned in the theoretial model (see Setion 2). In partiular, in

a multinomial logit set-up, one inrease in the attrativeness of a given university propor-

tionally dereases the attrativeness of the other ones. If, for example, the ranking of La

sapienza tends to inrease, this should lead both to a larger in�ow of foreign students to

La Sapienza and to, say, a derease in the foreign students intake in Tor Vergata (another

university in Roma of about the same quality). The same holds true for the other ovariates,

inluding tuition fees.

To deal with this, we hange the estimated spei�ation (10) by saling all variables by

a referene level. The referene level is hosen at the dyadi level, that is, it varies aross
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eah pair and is spei� to eah origin ountry. We sale all variables in the spei�ation

by the level prevailing at the university at the destination that hosts the greatest number

of students from origin ountry o. In pratie, for eah origin ountry o, we determine the

university that hosted the largest number of international students during the aademi year

2011-2012. This variable is labeled by (ud)
∗
.

21

The extended model that we onsider takes the following form:

(

ln

(

Nud

N(ud)
∗

))

= α + αd + β1 ∗ ln

(

feesud
fees(ud)

∗

)

+ β2 ∗ ln

(

livingcostud
livingcost(ud)

∗

)

+ β3 ∗ ln

(

qualityud
quality(ud)

∗

)

+

β4 ∗ ln

(

hostcapacityu
d

hostcapacity(ud)
∗

)

+ β5 ∗ ln

(

expreturnu
d

expreturn(ud)
∗

)

+ ǫd,ud

(11)

Table 13 presents the results . It's diretly omparable with the ones reporting the

benhmark regressions, that is, tables 8 and 9.

Table 13: Saled Estimations

Benhmark Estimates IV

Variables Saled OLS Poisson Saled OLS Poisson

Fees(ui)∗ -0.025

∗∗∗
-0.106

∗
-0.066

∗∗∗
-0.167

∗∗

(0.00) (0.04) (0.01) (0.06)

Cost of living(ui)∗ -0.013 0.181 -0.058

∗∗∗
-0.741

(0.02) (0.24) (0.02) (0.41)

Quality(ui)∗ 0.035

∗∗∗
0.140

∗∗∗
0.037

∗∗∗
0.140

∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.02) (0.00) (0.02)

Host apaity(ui)∗ 0.046

∗∗∗
0.560

∗∗∗
0.038

∗∗∗
0.527

∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.04) (0.00) (0.04)

Inome(ui)∗ 0.200

∗∗∗
1.517

∗∗∗
0.264

∗∗∗
1.812

∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.10) (0.01) (0.13)

Origin FE yes yes yes yes

R2
0.393 - 0.385 -

Pseudo R2
- 0.174 - -

Nber Obs 11857 11857 11928 11928

∗ p < 0.05 ,

∗∗ p < 0.01 , ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Columns 2 and 3 of Table 13 report the baseline estimates of model (11). Columns

4 and 5 ontain the results obtained applying the IV strategy. In all estimations, we use

the "Sore" as indiator of quality.

22

Table 13 provides additional evidene of the negative

21

When the largest �ow from a given ountry of origin is shared among several universities, we sale eah

ovariate by the average values among these universities.

22

Estimations with the "Ranking" as a proxy of university quality are available upon request and give

similar results.
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impat of fees on international student in�ows. Also, the estimates of the other ovariates

almost perfetly mirror the results obtained when onsidering the baseline model (10).

6 Conlusions

This paper revisits the issue of the determinants of student migration. In ontrast to the

existing literature that has foused up to now on ountry-spei� fators, we look at the

determinants at the university level. This allows us to address spei�ally the role of impor-

tant fators suh as tuition fees or the quality of the university. The impat of those fators

is di�ult to grasp in ountry-level studies due to the high heterogeneity among institutions

in many ountries. While the analysis onsiders a set of university-spei� fators, we pay

speial attention to the role of tuition fees in the inlination of foreign students to hoose a

spei� university. So far, the existing literature has obtained mixed results onerning the

impat of tuition fees.

We build our empirial investigation on a nested logit model apturing the deision to

hoose a spei� university abroad. We fous on the last deision nest, that is, the hoie of

a spei� university for a student, onditional on going abroad and onditional on hoosing

a spei� destination ountry. This hoie is onstrained by binding apaity onstraints

on the side of hosting universities. Our model allows the identi�ation of the main fators

suh as tuition fees, quality of the university, host apaity, expeted return on eduation

at destination and ost of living. We estimate the role of those fators, using data at the

university level for foreign students in Italy. One of the important issues at the eonometri

level is the endogeneity of fees. We use a lassial IV approah based on the status (private

vs. publi) of the universities.

Our analysis generates interesting and new �ndings. First, we �nd evidene of the neg-

ative role of a university's tuition fees on the �ow of students hoosing to study in that

university. The typial estimate implies that an inrease in tuition fees of 10 per ent would

redue the bilateral �ow by about 5 per ent, suggesting a non-negligible e�et in terms

of magnitude. Surprisingly, this negative and signi�ant role is new in the literature. We

stress the importane of dealing with the endogeneity of tuition fees. Failure to aount for

endogeneity results in a positive and signi�ant result. While suh a positive impat is not

to be ruled out at a theoretial level, it is nevertheless di�ult to rationalize in pratie.

The negative impat of fees is found to be robust to a set of robustness heks, inluding

the role of English teahing programs, deviations from the exlusion restrition in the IV

proedure and alternative spei�ation onsistent with the multinomial logit model. While

tuition fees are found to have some in�uene on the loation of foreign students, our analysis

also emphasizes and on�rms the role of other important fators. We �nd support in favor of

the role of the university's quality. Also, the expeted return to eduation after graduation

is found to be important. This last result is in line with the impliations of the migration

model of foreign eduation.
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A Summary Data

Table 14: Summary Table of Main Data

Variable Term in (9) De�nition Soure

International

Students

M̃o,d,ud Number of foreign students

oming from ountry i and

enrolled in university u

MIUR.

Fees CSud Average fees harged by

university u

Newspaper il Sole24 ore.

Quality Qud (ranking) Quality of university u

based on Top 500 ranking

Top 500 Shanghai Ranking

ARWU.

Host Capaity ECud Total number of students

enrolled at university u

MIUR.

Cost of living CLud Cost of Living in

ity/distrit j, where

institution u is loated

Numbeoo dataset.

Expeted

return

wud GDP per apita in the

distrit where university u

is loated

GDP at NUTS 3 level,

Eurostat.
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